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The Ancient Canaanites The History of the Civilizations That Lived in Canaan Before the Israelites Createspace Independent Publishing Platform *Includes pictures *Includes ancient
accounts of the Canaanites *Includes online resources and a bibliography for further reading "And the border of the Canaanites was from Sidon, as thou comest to Gerar, unto Gaza;
as thou goest, unto Sodom, and Gomorrah, and Admah, and Zeboim, even unto Lasha." - Genesis 10:19 "And I have said, I will bring you up out of the aﬄiction of Egypt unto the
land of the Canaanites, and the Hittites, and the Amorites, and the Perizzites, and the Hivites, and the Jebusites, unto a land ﬂowing with milk and honey." - Exodus 3:17 "And when
the LORD thy God shall deliver them before thee; thou shalt smite them, and utterly destroy them; thou shalt make no covenant with them, nor shew mercy unto them..." Deuteronomy 7:2 Individuals who decide to take up learning about the Old Testament of the Bible are immediately faced with the diﬃcult proposition of identifying the various
peoples that the Hebrews met and sometimes came into conﬂict with when they entered the territory that eventually became Israel. The Moabites and Edomites were just two of the
many Canaanite groups that the Hebrews dealt with, often violently, but there were dozens of other Canaanite groups, which were all for the most part identiﬁed through the names
of their respective cities. In fact, before the Hebrews established a kingdom and before the Phoenicians colonized much of the Mediterranean, the Canaanites were the most
important group in the Levant for much of the Bronze Age and into the early Iron Age. Although the Canaanites never created a uniﬁed nation-state or kingdom, their importance in
the ancient Near East cannot be understated. It was at least partially because of that fact that the Canaanites were unable to resist their larger and more powerful neighbors that
the average person today knows so little about their history, but modern studies have revealed that they developed a unique religion that inﬂuenced non-Canaanite peoples and
continued to be practiced in some form centuries after the Canaanites ceased to be an identiﬁable people. Furthermore, during the height of the Bronze Age the Canaanites
provided important resources to the Egyptian and Hittite Empires and played a key role in the geopolitical game of chess between those two kingdoms. It also goes without saying
that the Canaanites were also a factor in the establishment of the Kingdom of Israel, as the battles they lost to the Hebrews later became the foundation of the Jewish kingdom. The
Ancient Canaanites: The History of the Civilizations That Lived in Canaan Before the Israelites looks at the various groups and their impact on the region and subsequent cultures.
Along with pictures depicting important people, places, and events, you will learn about the Canaanites like never before. The Canaanites Their History and Culture from Texts and
Artifacts Wipf and Stock Publishers The term Canaanite will be familiar to anyone who has even the most casual familiarity with the Bible. Outside of the terminology for Israel itself,
the Canaanites are the most common ethnic group found in the Bible. They are positioned as the foil of the nation of Israel, and the land of Canaan is depicted as the promised
allotment of Abraham and his descendants. The terms Canaan and Canaanites are even evoked in modern political discourse, indicating that their importance extends into the
present. With such prominent positioning, it is important to gain a more complete and historically accurate perspective of the Canaanites, their land, history, and rich cultural
heritage. So, who were the Canaanites? Where did they live, what did they believe, what do we know about their culture and history, and why do they feature so prominently in the
biblical narratives? In this volume, Mary Buck uses original textual and archaeological evidence to answer to these questions. The book follows the history of the Canaanites from
their humble origins in the third millennium BCE to the rise of their massive fortiﬁed city-states of the Bronze Age, through until their disappearance from the pages of history in the
Roman period, only to ﬁnd their legacy in the politics of the modern Middle East. The Ancient Canaanites The History of the Civilizations That Lived in Canaan Before the Israelites
*Includes pictures *Includes ancient accounts of the Canaanites *Includes online resources and a bibliography for further reading "And the border of the Canaanites was from Sidon,
as thou comest to Gerar, unto Gaza; as thou goest, unto Sodom, and Gomorrah, and Admah, and Zeboim, even unto Lasha." - Genesis 10:19 "And I have said, I will bring you up out
of the aﬄiction of Egypt unto the land of the Canaanites, and the Hittites, and the Amorites, and the Perizzites, and the Hivites, and the Jebusites, unto a land ﬂowing with milk and
honey." - Exodus 3:17 "And when the LORD thy God shall deliver them before thee; thou shalt smite them, and utterly destroy them; thou shalt make no covenant with them, nor
shew mercy unto them..." - Deuteronomy 7:2 Individuals who decide to take up learning about the Old Testament of the Bible are immediately faced with the diﬃcult proposition of
identifying the various peoples that the Hebrews met and sometimes came into conﬂict with when they entered the territory that eventually became Israel. The Moabites and
Edomites were just two of the many Canaanite groups that the Hebrews dealt with, often violently, but there were dozens of other Canaanite groups, which were all for the most
part identiﬁed through the names of their respective cities. In fact, before the Hebrews established a kingdom and before the Phoenicians colonized much of the Mediterranean, the
Canaanites were the most important group in the Levant for much of the Bronze Age and into the early Iron Age. Although the Canaanites never created a uniﬁed nation-state or
kingdom, their importance in the ancient Near East cannot be understated. It was at least partially because of that fact that the Canaanites were unable to resist their larger and
more powerful neighbors that the average person today knows so little about their history, but modern studies have revealed that they developed a unique religion that inﬂuenced
non-Canaanite peoples and continued to be practiced in some form centuries after the Canaanites ceased to be an identiﬁable people. Furthermore, during the height of the Bronze
Age the Canaanites provided important resources to the Egyptian and Hittite Empires and played a key role in the geopolitical game of chess between those two kingdoms. It also
goes without saying that the Canaanites were also a factor in the establishment of the Kingdom of Israel, as the battles they lost to the Hebrews later became the foundation of the
Jewish kingdom. The Ancient Canaanites: The History of the Civilizations That Lived in Canaan Before the Israelites looks at the various groups and their impact on the region and
subsequent cultures. Along with pictures depicting important people, places, and events, you will learn about the Canaanites like never before. Ancient Civilizations A Captivating
Guide to the Ancient Canaanites, Hittites and Ancient Israel and Their Role in Biblical History Createspace Independent Publishing Platform If you want to discover the captivating history
of the ancient Canaanites, Hittites and ancient Israelites, then keep reading... Three captivating manuscripts in one book: The Ancient Canaanites: A Captivating Guide to the
Canaanite Civilization that Dominated the Land of Canaan Before the Ancient Israelites Hittites: A Captivating Guide to the Ancient Anatolian People Who Established the Hittite
Empire in Ancient Mesopotamia Ancient Israel: A Captivating Guide to the Ancient Israelites, Starting From their Entry into Canaan Until the Jewish Rebellions against the Romans
The Hittites, Canaanites, and Israelites were three ancient civilizations entwined with one another. None of the trio would have existed without the inﬂuence of the other two,
especially since they lived in close proximity to each other. All of them belonged to a cluster of cultures which lived in an area known as the Levant which included many of the
coastal Mediterranean lands in what are today known as the Middle East and Asia Minor. The ancient Canaanites, Hittites and ancient Israelites built remarkable civilizations that
deserve a spot in history. Sadly, few historians have been ready to tackle the task of uncovering fascinating facts of these astonishing people. And thus, it can be hard for readers to
ﬁnd an easy-to-read and cohesive resource on these fascinating civilizations. But that is about to change. In this new captivating history book, you will discover the truth about
these startling ancient civilizations. Part 1 of this book includes: Revolutionary Findings Provided by Modern Archaeological Detective Techniques A Simple Explanation of What
Caanan is and Where it's Located Fascinating Discoveries of Canaanites Artifacts Remarkable Insights into their Government and Social Structure Startling Theories About The
Bronze Age Collapse What There Is to Know About the Culture of the Canaanites The Main Conﬂict with Canaan that Occurs Early in the Bible and More Shocking Mentions In the
Bible Religion and Beliefs And much, much more! In part 2 of this book, you will discover: The Origin of the Hittites in the Bronze Age The Formation of the Old Kingdom, 1700 - 1500
BCE The New Kingdom, 1400 - 1200 BCE The Downfall of the Hittites The Syro-Hittite or Neo-Hittite Kingdoms Art, Symbolism, and the Hittites Role in the Bible Legal and Daily Life
of the Hittites Military Structure And much, much more! Part 3 is covering ancient Israel and in it, you will discover topics such as Culture and Society through the Years The Late
Bronze Age and Early Iron Age The Late Iron Age The Israelites under Babylon The Control of the Persians The Hellenistic Period and Judea under the Seleucids The Early Hasmonean
Dynasty The Hasmonean Expansion and Civil War Roman Rule of Judea Ancient Hebrew Religion and Judaism And much, much more! So if you want to learn more about these three
ancient civilizations, click "add to cart"! Ancient Canaanites The Civilization of Canaan Before the Israelites Independently Published Interesting look into the Ancient CanaanitesWhen
you want to learn about the Old Testament of Bible, or you want to learn about the ancient Canaanites, one thing that you will come across that is the diﬀerent people that the
Hebrews met and in some cases, involved in the war when they walked into their territory. The Moabites and Edomites are among the many Canaanite groups that the Hebrews had
to deal with, usually in a violent way, but still, there are thousands of other Canaanite groups which were most of the time named based on the cities they originated.Well, if you are
curious and want to discover the fascinating history of the ancient Canaanites, The Ancient Canaanites is an excellent read for you. Even before the Hebrews conquered a kingdom,
the Canaanites were one of the most critical groups in the Levant. The Bible has diﬀerent references about the Land of Canaan. For instance, God commanded the Israelites to
destroy the Canaanites after the Israelite ﬂight from Egypt. But, the actual history of the civilization doesn't match the theological sources. One thing that you should know about
the Canaanite civilization is that is comprised of a multitude of diﬀerent people from the same ethnic group but diﬀerent cultures. The region was also composed of mixed borders,
and very few written records were left behind about Canaan. Therefore, it is hard for readers to get an easy to read and cohesive resource about the fascinating civilization of the
ancient Canaanites. Well, that is about to change. In this book, you will discover the truth about the ancient Canaanite Civilization. Inside, you will learn about!-Exciting discoveries
made by ancient Canaanites-Who are they?-What was their social class?-The culture of the Canaanites-Religion and beliefs-Their architecture-Remarkable insights about their
Government-A brief description of Canaan-And many moreorder your copy today!Just click "add to cart!" The Ancient Canaanites A Captivating Guide to the Canaanite Civilization
That Dominated the Land of Canaan Before the Ancient Israelites Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Did you know that the ancient Canaanites invented the alphabet? The
Bible references Canaan several times. For example, God commanded the Israelites to destroy the Canaanites following the Israeli ﬂight from Egypt. However, the actual history of
this civilization doesn't quite match theological sources. For one thing, the Canaanite civilization consisted of a multitude of diﬀerent peoples from the same ethnic group but
diﬀerent cultures. The region also had frequently redeﬁned borders, and very few written records remain of Canaan, making it diﬃcult for scholars to research. It can therefore be
hard for readers to ﬁnd an easy-to-read and cohesive resource on this fascinating civilization. But that is about to change. In this new captivating history book, you will discover the
truth about the ancient Canaanites. The Ancient Canaanites: A Captivating Guide to the Canaanite Civilization that Dominated the Land of Canaan Before the Ancient Israelites
includes: Revolutionary Findings Provided by Modern Archaeological Detective Techniques A Simple Explanation of What Caanan is and Where it's Located Fastinating Discoveries of
Canaanites Artifacts Remarkable Insights into their Government and Social Structure Startling Theories About The Bronze Age Collapse What There Is to Know About the Culture of
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the Canaanites The Main Conﬂict with Canaan that Occurs Early in the Bible and More Shocking Mentions In the Bible Religion and Beliefs And much, much more! Get the book now
to learn more about the ancient Canaanites! Stories from Ancient Canaan Westminster John Knox Press Contained on ﬁfteen of the cuneiform tables uncovered at the ancient Canaanite
city of Ugarit are the four major oral Ugartic myths of Aqhat, The Healers, Kirta and Baal. Stories from Ancient Canaan is the ﬁrst to oﬀer a one-volume translation of all four. This
accessible book teaches the principal Canaanite religious literature, and will be useful to students of the history of religion, of the Bible, and of comparative literature. The
Canaanites and Philistines The History and Legacy of the Ancient Israelites Enemies in the Land That Became Israel Createspace Independent Publishing Platform *Includes pictures
*Includes ancient accounts *Includes online resources and a bibliography for further reading Individuals who decide to take up learning about the Old Testament of the Bible are
immediately faced with the diﬃcult proposition of identifying the various peoples that the Hebrews met and sometimes came into conﬂict with when they entered the territory that
eventually became Israel. The Moabites and Edomites were just two of the many Canaanite groups that the Hebrews dealt with, often violently, but there were dozens of other
Canaanite groups, which were all for the most part identiﬁed through the names of their respective cities. In fact, before the Hebrews established a kingdom and before the
Phoenicians colonized much of the Mediterranean, the Canaanites were the most important group in the Levant for much of the Bronze Age and into the early Iron Age. Although the
Canaanites never created a uniﬁed nation-state or kingdom, their importance in the ancient Near East cannot be understated. It was at least partially because of that fact that the
Canaanites were unable to resist their larger and more powerful neighbors that the average person today knows so little about their history, but modern studies have revealed that
they developed a unique religion that inﬂuenced non-Canaanite peoples and continued to be practiced in some form centuries after the Canaanites ceased to be an identiﬁable
people. Furthermore, during the height of the Bronze Age the Canaanites provided important resources to the Egyptian and Hittite Empires and played a key role in the geopolitical
game of chess between those two kingdoms. It also goes without saying that the Canaanites were also a factor in the establishment of the Kingdom of Israel, as the battles they lost
to the Hebrews later became the foundation of the Jewish kingdom. Today, the term "Philistine" is often used as a euphemism for a person who is particularly uncouth, uncultured,
ignorant, and possibly violent. Most people probably do not know the etymology of the word when they use it, and those that do probably only know the Philistines as villains from
the Old Testament who were the eternal enemies of the Hebrews prior to and immediately after the latter formed the kingdom of Israel. Others may know the Philistines from the
Biblical story of David and Goliath, as the "giant" was not only much larger than David but also a Philistine leader who commanded a large host of men. Although the Old Testament
provides a credible source for some aspects of Philistine culture, it naturally paints a picture of them as a group of bloodthirsty warriors whose one purpose was to oppress the
Hebrews/Israelites. When corroborated with ancient Egyptian and Mesopotamian sources, along with modern archaeological studies, an examination reveals that the reputation that
the Philistines earned from the Old Testament was partially warranted, but that there was also much more to Philistine culture. In fact, evidence indicates that while the Philistines
were a warrior society who fought with the Israelites for a number of years, they also developed advanced aspects of their culture, including sophisticated government, a unique
religion, and art (especially pottery). The Philistines may not have developed an extensive empire as the Egyptians, Babylonians, and Assyrians did, but their contributions to the
history of the Ancient Near East was not minimal either. The Philistines' presence and inﬂuence on the history of the ancient Near East was brief, and their departure from the
historical record was especially quick, but while they were around they were a force to be reckoned with in the region. The Canaanites and Philistines: The History and Legacy of the
Ancient Israelites' Enemies in the Land that Became Israel looks at the various groups and their impact on the region and subsequent cultures. Ancient Canaan and Israel An
Introduction Oxford University Press Where did the Israelites originate? What was the fate of the Canaanites? In this revealing introduction, Jonathan M. Golden tackles these and other
hotly debated questions. Drawing on the extensive and often surprising archeological record, he looks at daily life in antiquity, providing rich portraits of the role of women, craft
production, metallurgy, technology, political and social organization, trade, and religious practices. Golden traces the great religious traditions that emerged in this region back to
their most ancient roots, drawing on the evidence of scriptures and other texts as well as the archeological record. Though the scriptures stress the primacy of Israel, the author
considers the Canaanites and Philistines as well, examining the diﬀerences between highland and coastal cultures and the cross-fertilization between societies. He oﬀers a clear,
objective look at the evidence for the historical accuracy of the biblical narrative, based on the latest thinking among archeologists worldwide. Canaan and Israel in Antiquity: A
Textbook on History and Religion Second Edition A&C Black This comprehensive classic textbook represents the most recent approaches to the biblical world by surveying Palestine's
social, political, economic, religious and ecological changes from Palaeolithic to Roman eras. Designed for beginners with little knowledge of the ancient world, and with copious
illustrations and charts, it explains how and why academic study of the past is undertaken, as well as the diﬀerences between historical and theological scholarship and the
diﬀerences between ancient and modern genres of history writing. Classroom tested chapters emphasize the authenticity of the Bible as a product of an ancient culture, and the
many problems with the biblical narrative as a historical source. Neither "maximalist" nor "minimalist'" it is suﬃciently general to avoid confusion and to allow the assignment of
supplementary readings such as biblical narratives and ancient Near Eastern texts. This new edition has been fully revised, incorporating new graphics and English translations of
Near Eastern inscriptions. New material on the religiously diverse environment of Ancient Israel taking into account the latest archaeological discussions brings this book right up to
date. Canaanites University of Oklahoma Press Canaanites explores the ancient population of the Western Levant (Israel, Transjordan, Lebanon, and coastal Syria), examining the
development of its distinctive culture from the early farming communities of the eighth millennium B.C. to the fragmentation of its social and cultural ideals in the latter half of the
ﬁrst millennium B.C. Jonathan N. Tubb makes judicious use of the Hebrew Bible in describing Canaanite culture. He views the Bible as a rich resource for understanding the literary
and theological heritage of Israel, which he classiﬁes as a subculture of Canaan. At the same time he reveals the limitations of the Bible as a historical document, arguing that to
reconstruct the Canaanites' history we must ﬁrst look at the archaeological data. Tubb stresses the continuity of Canaanite civilization, portraying events such as the imposition of
Egyptian imperial rule and the development of historical Israel as episodic interruptions. The Enemies of the Ancient Israelites The History of the Canaanites, Philistines,
Babylonians, and Assyrians Createspace Independent Publishing Platform *Includes pictures *Includes ancient accounts of each group *Includes a bibliography for further reading
Individuals who decide to take up learning about the Old Testament of the Bible are immediately faced with the diﬃcult proposition of identifying the various peoples that the
Hebrews met and sometimes came into conﬂict with when they entered the territory that eventually became Israel. The Moabites and Edomites were just two of the many Canaanite
groups that the Hebrews dealt with, often violently, but there were dozens of other Canaanite groups, which were all for the most part identiﬁed through the names of their
respective cities. In fact, before the Hebrews established a kingdom and before the Phoenicians colonized much of the Mediterranean, the Canaanites were the most important
group in the Levant for much of the Bronze Age and into the early Iron Age. Although the Canaanites never created a uniﬁed nation-state or kingdom, their importance in the ancient
Near East cannot be understated. It was at least partially because of that fact that the Canaanites were unable to resist their larger and more powerful neighbors that the average
person today knows so little about their history, but modern studies have revealed that they developed a unique religion that inﬂuenced non-Canaanite peoples and continued to be
practiced in some form centuries after the Canaanites ceased to be an identiﬁable people. Furthermore, during the height of the Bronze Age the Canaanites provided important
resources to the Egyptian and Hittite Empires and played a key role in the geopolitical game of chess between those two kingdoms. It also goes without saying that the Canaanites
were also a factor in the establishment of the Kingdom of Israel, as the battles they lost to the Hebrews later became the foundation of the Jewish kingdom. Although the Old
Testament provides a credible source for some aspects of Philistine culture, it naturally paints a picture of them as a group of bloodthirsty warriors whose one purpose was to
oppress the Hebrews/Israelites. When corroborated with ancient Egyptian and Mesopotamian sources, along with modern archaeological studies, an examination reveals that the
reputation that the Philistines earned from the Old Testament was partially warranted, but that there was also much more to Philistine culture. Today, Babylon has become a
byword for greed, excess, and licentiousness, mostly due to its mention in the Bible, but a closer examination reveals that Babylon was so much more, and even perhaps the most
important city in the ancient world. Ancient Babylon was home to great dynasties that produced some of the world's most inﬂuential leaders, most notably Hammurabi and
Nebuchadnezzar, and these rulers invoked their wills on the entire ancient Near East and have been remembered as both progressive and cruel all at the same time. Babylon was
also the seat of culture in ancient Mesopotamia and the place where scholars made amazing scientiﬁc advances that would not be eclipsed for several centuries. An examination of
ancient Babylon demonstrates that it was truly the ﬁrst great city in the ancient world. Although the Biblical accounts of the Assyrians are among the most interesting and are often
corroborated with other historical sources, the Assyrians were much more than just the enemies of the Israelites and brutal thugs. A historical survey of ancient Assyrian culture
reveals that although they were the supreme warriors of their time, they were also excellent merchants, diplomats, and highly literate people who recorded their history and
religious rituals and ideology in great detail. The Enemies of the Ancient Israelites: The History of the Canaanites, Philistines, Babylonians, and Assyrians looks at the various groups
and their impact on the region and subsequent cultures. Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic Harvard University Press The essays in this volume address key aspects of Israelite religious
development. Frank Moore Cross traces the continuities between early Israelite religion and the Canaanite culture from which it emerged; explores the tension between the mythic
and the historical in Israel's religious expression; and examines the reemergence of Canaanite mythic material in the apocalypticism of early Christianity and the Dead Sea Scrolls.
Ancient Israel's Neighbors Oxford University Press Whether on a national or a personal level, everyone has a complex relationship with their closest neighbors. Where are the borders?
How much interaction should there be? How are conﬂicts solved? Ancient Israel was one of several small nations clustered in the eastern Mediterranean region between the large
empires of Egypt and Mesopotamia in antiquity. Frequently mentioned in the Bible, these other small nations are seldom the focus of the narrative unless they interact with Israel.
The ancient Israelites who produced the Hebrew Bible lived within a rich context of multiple neighbors, and this context profoundly shaped Israel. Indeed, it was through the
inﬂuence of the neighboring people that Israel deﬁned its own identity-in terms of geography, language, politics, religion, and culture. Ancient Israel's Neighbors explores both the
biblical portrayal of the neighboring groups directly surrounding Israel-the Canaanites, Philistines, Phoenicians, Edomites, Moabites, Ammonites, and Arameans-and examines what
we can know about these groups through their own literature, archaeology, and other sources. Through its analysis of these surrounding groups, this book will demonstrate in a
direct and accessible manner the extent to which ancient Israelite identity was forged both within and against the identities of its close neighbors. Animated by the latest and best
research, yet written for students, this book will invite readers into journey of scholarly discovery to explore the world of Israel's identity within its most immediate ancient Near
Eastern context. Jerusalem Besieged From Ancient Canaan to Modern Israel University of Michigan Press "Jerusalem Besieged is a fascinating account of how and why a baﬄing array of
peoples, ideologies, and religions have fought for some four thousand years over a city without either great wealth, size, or strategic importance. Cline guides us through the
baﬄing, but always bloody, array of Jewish, Roman, Moslem, Crusader, Ottoman, Western, Arab, and Israeli ﬁghts for possession of such a symbolic prize in a manner that is both
scholarly and engaging." -Victor Davis Hanson, Stanford University; author of The Other Greeks and Carnage and Culture "A beautifully lucid presentation of four thousand years of
history in a single volume. Cline writes primarily as an archaeologist-avoiding polemic and oﬀering evidence for any religious claims-yet he has also incorporated much journalistic
material into this study. Jerusalem Besieged will enlighten anyone interested in the history of military conﬂict in and around Jerusalem." -Col. Rose Mary Sheldon, Virginia Military
Institute "This groundbreaking study oﬀers a fascinating synthesis of Jerusalem's military history from its ﬁrst occupation into the modern era. Cline amply deploys primary source
material to investigate assaults on Jerusalem of every sort, starting at the dawn of recorded history. Jerusalem Besieged is invaluable for framing the contemporary situation in the
Middle East in the context of a very long and pertinent history." -Baruch Halpern, Pennsylvania State University A sweeping history of four thousand years of struggle for control of
one city "[An] absorbing account of archaeological history, from the ancient Israelites' ﬁrst conquest to today's second intifada. Cline clearly lays out the fascinating history behind
the conﬂicts." -USA Today "A pleasure to read, this work makes this important but complicated subject fascinating." -Jewish Book World "Jerusalem Besieged is a fascinating account
of how and why a baﬄing array of peoples, ideologies, and religions have fought for some four thousand years over a city without either great wealth, size, or strategic importance.
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Cline guides us through the baﬄing, but always bloody, array of Jewish, Roman, Moslem, Crusader, Ottoman, Western, Arab, and Israeli ﬁghts for possession of such a symbolic
prize in a manner that is both scholarly and engaging." -Victor Davis Hanson, Stanford University; author of The Other Greeks and Carnage and Culture Yahweh and the Gods of
Canaan A Historical Analysis of Two Contrasting Faiths Eisenbrauns Professor Albright speaks to a new generation of scholars through this reprint of his classic work contrasting
Israelite and Canaanite religions. The ﬁve chapters were originally presented as seven lectures and discuss Poetry and Prose, the Patriarchal Background, Canaanite Religion in the
Early Bronze Age, the Struggle between Yahweh and the Gods of Canaan, and the Religious Cultures of Israel and Phoenicia. Stories from Ancient Canaan, Second Edition Westminster
John Knox Press The texts from ancient Ugarit are among the most important modern discoveries for understanding the Bible. For more than thirty years, Stories from Ancient Canaan
has been recognized as a highly authoritative and readable presentation of the principal Canaanite myths and epics discovered at Ugarit. This fully revised edition takes into
account advances in the reading, understanding, and interpretation of these stories since 1978. It also includes two additional texts, expanded introductions, and illustrations.
Coogan and Smith have collaborated to bring this classic up to date in order to provide accessible and accurate translations of these texts for a new generation of students.
Universal History, Ancient and Modern: The history of the Canaanites, Philistines, and Jews; also of the Assyrians and Babylonian Empires The Gift of the Land and the Fate of the
Canaanites in Jewish Thought Oxford University Press This volume of essays presents a compelling and comprehensive analysis of the intriguing issue of the gift of the land of Israel
and the fate of the Canaanites as presented in diverse biblical sources. Jewish thought has long grappled with the moral and theological implications and challenges of this issue.
Innovative interpretive strategies and philosophical reﬂections were oﬀered, modiﬁed, and sometimes rejected over the centuries. Leading contemporary scholars follow these
threads of interpretation oﬀered by Jewish thinkersfrom antiquity to modern times. Canaan in the Second Millennium B.C.E. Eisenbrauns Biblical peoples and ethnicity an
archaeological study of Egyptians, Canaanites, Philistines, and early Israel, 1300–1100 B.C.E. Society of Biblical Lit Ancient Israel did not emerge within a vacuum but rather came to
exist alongside various peoples, including Canaanites, Egyptians, and Philistines. Indeed, Israel’s very proximity to these groups has made it diﬃcult—until now—to distinguish the
archaeological traces of early Israel and other contemporary groups. Through an analysis of the results from recent excavations in light of relevant historical and later biblical texts,
this book proposes that it is possible to identify these peoples and trace culturally or ethnically deﬁned boundaries in the archaeological record. Features of late second-millennium
B.C.E. culture are critically examined in their historical and biblical contexts in order to deﬁne the complex social boundaries of the early Iron Age and reconstruct the diverse
material world of these four peoples. Of particular value to scholars, archaeologists, and historians, this volume will also be a standard reference and resource for students and
other readers interested in the emergence of early Israel. Egypt, Canaan, and Israel in Ancient Times Princeton University Press Covering the time span from the Paleolithic period to
the destruction of Jerusalem in 586 B.C., the eminent Egyptologist Donald Redford explores three thousand years of uninterrupted contact between Egypt and Western Asia across
the Sinai land-bridge. In the vivid and lucid style that we expect from the author of the popular Akhenaten, Redford presents a sweeping narrative of the love-hate relationship
between the peoples of ancient Israel/Palestine and Egypt. The Destruction of the Canaanites God, Genocide, and Biblical Interpretation How can a good God command genocide? In
this short, accessible oﬀering, Charlie Trimm provides the resources needed to make sense of one of the Bible's most diﬃcult ethical problems--the Israelite destruction of the
Canaanites as told in the books of Deuteronomy, Joshua, and Judges. Trimm begins with a survey of important background issues, including the nature of warfare in the ancient Near
East, the concept of genocide (with perspectives gleaned from the ﬁeld of genocide studies), and the history and identity of the Canaanite people. With this foundation in place, he
then introduces four possible approaches to reconciling biblical violence: Reevaluating God--concluding that God is not good. Reevaluating the Old Testament--concluding that the
Old Testament is not actually a faithful record of God's actions. Reevaluating the interpretation of the Old Testament--concluding that the Old Testament does not in fact describe
anything like genocide. Reevaluating the nature of violence in the Old Testament--concluding that the mass killing of the Canaanites in the Old Testament was permitted on that one
occasion in history. The depth of material provided in concise form makes Trimm's book ideal as a supplementary textbook or as a primer for any Christian perturbed by the stories
of the destruction of the Canaanites in the Old Testament. The Heroes and Crises of Early Hebrew History from the Creation to the Death of Moses The True History of the Land of
Canaan Ancient Israel's History and Historiography The First Temple Period Eisenbrauns Throughout the past three decades, Nadav Na'aman has repeatedly proved that he is one of
the most careful historians of ancient Canaan and Israel. With broad expertise, he has brought together archaeology, text, and the inscriptional material from all of the ancient Near
East to bear on the history of ancient Israel and the land of Canaan during the second and ﬁrst millenniums B.C.E. Many of his studies have been published as journal articles or
notes and yet, together, they constitute one of the most important bodies of literature on the subject in recent years, particularly because of the careful attention to methodology
that Na'aman always has brought to his work. This ﬁnal volume in the 3-volume set of Na'aman's collected essays contains 29 essays. Among the topics addressed are: the sources
available to Israel's historians late in the ﬁrst millennium B.C.E.; the reality behind the narratives relating to the history of the United Monarchy; the eﬀect of the author's own time
on the composition of the histories of Saul, David, and Solomon; and the contributions of archaeology to the study of the tenth century B.C.E. In the course of covering these
themes, Na'aman touches on topics such as history and historiography, textual and literary problems, historical geography, society, administration, cult, and religion. 1177 B.C. The
Year Civilization Collapsed Princeton University Press A bold reassessment of what caused the Late Bronze Age collapse In 1177 B.C., marauding groups known only as the "Sea
Peoples" invaded Egypt. The pharaoh's army and navy managed to defeat them, but the victory so weakened Egypt that it soon slid into decline, as did most of the surrounding
civilizations. After centuries of brilliance, the civilized world of the Bronze Age came to an abrupt and cataclysmic end. Kingdoms fell like dominoes over the course of just a few
decades. No more Minoans or Mycenaeans. No more Trojans, Hittites, or Babylonians. The thriving economy and cultures of the late second millennium B.C., which had stretched
from Greece to Egypt and Mesopotamia, suddenly ceased to exist, along with writing systems, technology, and monumental architecture. But the Sea Peoples alone could not have
caused such widespread breakdown. How did it happen? In this major new account of the causes of this "First Dark Ages," Eric Cline tells the gripping story of how the end was
brought about by multiple interconnected failures, ranging from invasion and revolt to earthquakes, drought, and the cutting of international trade routes. Bringing to life the
vibrant multicultural world of these great civilizations, he draws a sweeping panorama of the empires and globalized peoples of the Late Bronze Age and shows that it was their very
interdependence that hastened their dramatic collapse and ushered in a dark age that lasted centuries. A compelling combination of narrative and the latest scholarship, 1177 B.C.
sheds new light on the complex ties that gave rise to, and ultimately destroyed, the ﬂourishing civilizations of the Late Bronze Age—and that set the stage for the emergence of
classical Greece. From Canaanites to Israelites The Journey of Ancient Near East Ancient History from Realism to Idealism Patriarchal Palestine, Canaan and the Canaanites Before
the Israelitish Conquest With a Map Forgotten Books Excerpt from Patriarchal Palestine, Canaan and the Canaanites Before the Israelitish Conquest: With a Map A few years ago the
subject-matter of the present volume might have been condensed into a few pages. Beyond what we would gather from the Old Testament, we knew but little about the history and
geography of Canaan before the age of its conquest by the Israelites. Thanks, however, to the discovery and decipherment of the ancient monuments of Babylonia and Assyria, of
Egypt and of Palestine, all this is now changed. A ﬂood of light has been poured upon the earlier history of the country and its inhabitants, and though we are still only at the
beginning of our discoveries we can already sketch the outlines of Canaanitish history, and even ﬁll them in here and there. Throughout I have assumed that in the narrative of the
Pentateuch we have history and not ﬁction. Indeed the archaeologist cannot do otherwise. Monumental research is making it clearer every day that the scepticism of the so-called
"higher criticism" is not justiﬁed in fact. Those who would examine the proofs of this must turn to my book on The Higher Criticism and the Verdict of the Monuments. About the
Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical
work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In
rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works. The Canaanites and Their Land The Tradition of the Canaanites
Bloomsbury Publishing It is an interesting consequence of the new reconstructions of the early history of Israel that the Israelites must originally have been Canaanites. Nevertheless,
an outspoken hatred against Canaanites permeates the Old Testament. Lemche presents a new way of explaining the anti-Canaanite sentiments of the Old Testament historians,
while at the same time disclosing some of the aims and ideas which governed Old Testament history writing. The Origins of Israeli Mythology Neither Canaanites Nor Crusaders
Cambridge University Press It is claimed that Zionism as a meta-narrative has been formed through contradiction to two alternative models, the Canaanite and crusader narratives.
These narratives are the most daring and heretical assaults on Israeli-Jewish identity. The Israelis, according to the Canaanite narrative, are from this place and belong only here;
according to the crusader narrative, they are from another place and belong there. The mythological construction of Zionism as a modern crusade describes Israel as a Western
colonial enterprise planted in the heart of the East and alien to the area, its logic and its peoples. The nativist construction of Israel as neo-Canaanism demands breaking away from
the chain of historical continuity. These are the greatest anxieties that Zionism and Israel needed to encounter and answer forcefully. The Origins of Israeli Mythology seeks to
examine the intellectual archaeology of Israeli mythology, as it reveals itself through the Canaanite and crusader narratives. Universal History, Ancient and Modern The History of
the Canaanites, Philistines, and Jews; Also of the Assyrians and Babylonian Empires - Primary So Nabu Press This is a reproduction of a book published before 1923. This book may
have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. that were either part of the original artifact, or were introduced by the scanning
process. We believe this work is culturally important, and despite the imperfections, have elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the
preservation of printed works worldwide. We appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process, and hope you enjoy this valuable book. Universal
History, Ancient and Modern The History of the Canaanites, Philistines, and Jews; Also of the Assyrians and Babylonian Empires This is a reproduction of the original artefact.
Generally these books are created from careful scans of the original. This allows us to preserve the book accurately and present it in the way the author intended. Since the original
versions are generally quite old, there may occasionally be certain imperfections within these reproductions. We're happy to make these classics available again for future
generations to enjoy! Canaanites, Chronologies, and Connections The Relationship of Middle Bronze Iia Canaan to Middle Kingdom Egypt BRILL The Middle Bronze Age (MB IIA) in
Canaan set the stage for many of the cultural, political, and economic institutions in the ancient Near East. Theoretical models for the analysis of complex societies examine textual,
pictorial, and archaeological evidence. Black Civilizations of the Ancient World: the Afro-Canaanites (Colour) The brilliant civilization of the ancient Afro-Canaanites is explored in this
book. We see proof that they were of African descent in the form of beautiful paintings and sculptures. We also see how they were taken over by Euro-Canaanites. A must read for
those seeking knowledge! The Origin and Character of God Ancient Israelite Religion Through the Lens of Divinity Oxford University Press, USA Few topics are as broad or as daunting as
the God of Israel, that deity of the world's three monotheistic religions, Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, who has been worshiped over millennia. In the Hebrew Bible, God is
characterized variously as militant, beneﬁcent, inscrutable, loving, and judicious. Who is this divinity that has been represented as masculine and feminine, mythic and real,
transcendent and intimate? The Origin and Character of God is Theodore J. Lewis's monumental study of the vast subject that is the God of Israel. In it, he explores questions of
historical origin, how God was characterized in literature, and how he was represented in archaeology and iconography. He also brings us into the lived reality of religious
experience. Using the window of divinity to peer into the varieties of religious experience in ancient Israel, Lewis explores the royal use of religion for power, prestige, and control;
the intimacy of family and household religion; priestly prerogatives and cultic status; prophetic challenges to injustice; and the pondering of theodicy by poetic sages. A volume that
is encyclopedic in scope but accessible in tone, The Origin and Character of God is an essential addition to the growing scholarship of one of humanity's most enduring concepts.
Who Were the Early Israelites, and where Did They Come From? Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing This book addresses one of the most timely and urgent topics in archaeology and biblical
studies -- the origins of early Israel. For centuries the Western tradition has traced its beginnings back to ancient Israel, but recently some historians and archaeologists have
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questioned the reality of Israel as it is described in biblical literature. In "Who Were the Early Israelites and Where Did They Come From?" William Dever explores the continuing
controversies regarding the true nature of ancient Israel and presents the archaeological evidence for assessing the accuracy of the well-known Bible stories. Confronting the range
of current scholarly interpretations seriously and dispassionately, Dever rejects both the revisionists who characterize biblical literature as pious propaganda and the conservatives
who are afraid to even question its factuality. Attempting to break through this impasse, Dever draws on thirty years of archaeological ﬁeldwork in the Near East, amassing a wide
range of hard evidence for his own compelling view of the development of Israelite history. In his search for the actual circumstances of Israel's emergence in Canaan, Dever
reevaluates the Exodus-Conquest traditions in the books of Exodus, Numbers, Joshua, Judges, and 1 & 2 Samuel in the light of well-documented archaeological evidence from the
late Bronze Age and early Iron Age. Among this important evidence are some 300 small agricultural villages recently discovered in the heartland of what would later become the
biblical nation of Israel. According to Dever, the authentic ancestors of the Israelite peoples were most likely Canaanites -- together with some pastoral nomads and small groups of
Semiticslaves escaping from Egypt -- who, through the long cultural and socioeconomic struggles recounted in the book of Judges, managed to forge a new agrarian, communitarian,
and monotheistic society. Written in an engaging, accessible style and featuring ﬁfty photographs that help bring the archaeological record to life, this book provides an
authoritative statement on the origins of ancient Israel and promises to reinvigorate discussion about the historicity of the biblical tradition. A History of the Hebrew People from
the Settlement in Canaan to the Division of the Kingdom The Early History of the Hebrews Canaan and Israel in Antiquity An Introduction A&C Black This is a classroom-tested
introduction to academic study of the ancient world that produced the Bible. It oﬀers a general and yet ﬂexible programme of study that enables a range of approaches to be
understood and applied.
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